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Abstract
In this paper, we present a dialog system developed in the DI-
HANA project. This system consists of seven modules: an
automatic speech recognizer, a language understanding mod-
ule, a dialog manager, a database query manager, a natural lan-
guage answer generator, a text-to-speech converter and, finally,
a central communication manager. For the implementation of
the system, we built an architecture based on the client-server
paradigm, where the central communication manager works as
the client and the other modules work as servers.

1. Introduction
The study and development of automatic dialog systems is an
outstanding field within the framework of language and speech
technologies. A dialog system is a man-machine interface that
is able to recognize and understand a spoken input and to pro-
duce an oral ouput as an answer. Different modules usually take
part to carry out this final goal: they must recognize the pro-
nounced words, understand their meaning, manage the dialog,
perform the error handling, access the databases, and generate
the oral answer.

Dialog systems that use voice as input are generally based
on three fundamental aspects: (a) the communication channel is
usually the telephone line, (b) the task is restricted to a certain
knowledge domain and (c) the system control is made through
a mixed initiative strategy (that is, the course of the dialog is not
totally directed by the system, so the user can take the initiative
and orient the dialog on the basis of his/her questions).

In addition, natural language inputs are accepted in order to
increase the system utility, by providing a wide lexicon without
a rigid syntax imposed by the system (that is, allowing sponta-
neous speech).

The scheme used for the development of these systems usu-
ally includes several generic modules that deal with multiple
knowledge sources and that must cooperate to satisfy user re-
quirements. Some descriptions of dialog systems that are cur-
rently operative can be found in [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] and
[7].

The main goal of the DIHANA project [8] is the develop-
ment of a robust, distributed and modular dialog system for ac-
cess to information systems. In particular, we have tried to make
an in-depth study of the methodological aspects in the fields of
treatment of spontaneous speech, natural language modelling,
language understanding, and dialog management. The task of
this project is to provide information in natural language about
train services, schedules, and fares in Spanish.

In this paper, we review the basic characteristics of the mod-
ules of the dialog system developed for the DIHANA project,
including the internal aspects of their design and the data proto-
col defined for communication among the different modules.

2. System Architecture and communication
data packages

As we stated above, dialog systems usually have several generic
modules for dealing with different knowledge sources. To an-
swer user queries, the coordination among the different modules
is important. Figure 1 shows the system architecture.

In this figure, we use the following acronyms: ASR (Au-
tomatic Speech Recognition module), SU (Speech Understand-
ing module), DM (Dialog Manager), DQM (Database Query
Manager), AG (Answer Generator module), and TTS (Text-To-
Speech synthesizer).

Figure 1: Description of the system architecture.

Communication among the modules is done by means of
sending XML communication data packages through sockets.
The information about the origin module and the destination
module are in the header of these data packages. We have also
defined specific labels for each module to encapsulate its spe-
cific information.

Figure 2 shows an XML communication data package that
is used in the dialog system. This package comes from the auto-
matic speech recognition module (ASR) and goes to the speech
understanding module (SU). This information can be seen in
the header of the package. Next, there is an information block
that contains the sentence that has been recognized by the ASR
module and the confidence measure associated to each word of
the sentence. Finally, there is a tag that shows the name of the
grammar used in the recognition process.

3. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
The automatic speech recognition module (ASR) transforms the
user utterance into the most probable sequence of words. We
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<?xml version=“1.0“ encoding=“ISO-8859-15“?>
<package destination=“SU” origin=“ASR” version=“1.0”>
<recognized sentence>
<information>

I would like the train timetables from Valencia to Barcelona
</information>
<confidences>

<word confidence=“0.47” value=“I” />
<word confidence=“0.68” value=“would” />
<word confidence=“0.53” value=“like” />
<word confidence=“0.75” value=“the” />
<word confidence=“0.64” value=“train” />
<word confidence=“0.56” value=“timetables” />
<word confidence=“0.84” value=“from” />
<word confidence=“0.93” value=“Valencia” />
<word confidence=“0.78” value=“to” />
<word confidence=“0.93” value=“Barcelona” />

</confidences>
</recognized sentence>
<grammar name=“dihana.jsgf”>

</package>

Figure 2: Example of XML data packages.

used the Sphinx utilities [9] from Carnegie Mellon University
to train the acoustic models and decode the user utterance.

We trained the acoustic models using the SphinxTrain pro-
gram. We used semicontinuous acoustic models using 25
phonemes plus silence for the Castilian-Spanish. The acoustic
training was performed using the 4 hours, 47 minutes of spon-
taneous speech utterances pronounced by 225 users using the
Wizard of Oz technique. These utterances are part of the DI-
HANA corpus.

We also used a Witten-Bell discounted trigram language
model constructed using the CMU-Cambridge Language mod-
eling tookit [10]. We used the 6,280 user utterances from the
DIHANA corpus. The total number of different words was 812.
We applied a categorization process with natural categories like
CITY-NAME, TRAIN-TYPE, DAY, MONTH, etc. Then, the
vocabulary size was reduced to 649 different words.

We used Sphinx-II as the decoder. The word error rate ob-
tained was 14.07%.

4. Speech understanding (SU)
As in many other dialog systems, the semantic representation
chosen for the task is based on the concept of frame. Therefore,
the understanding module takes the sentence supplied by the
recognition process as input and generates one or more frames,
with the corresponding attributes, as output. In this task, we
identified 11 concepts. Some of them are: DEPARTURE-HOUR,
ARRIVAL-HOUR, FARE, etc. Each concept has a set of attributes
associated to it (ORIGIN, DESTINATION, DEPARTURE-HOUR,
ARRIVAL-HOUR, TRAIN-TYPE, etc). This set represents the re-
strictions that the user can place on each concept in an utterance.

The semantic interpretations of two input sentences are
shown below:

Input sentence:
Quisiera los horarios de tren para ir de Valencia a Barcelona.
I would like the train timetables from Valencia to Barcelona.
Semantic interpretation:
(DEPARTURE-HOUR)
ORIGIN: Valencia
DESTINATION: Barcelona

Input sentence:

Sı́, me gustarı́a saber el precio y tipo de tren que sale a las once.
Yes, I would like to know the price of the train that leaves at eleven and
what type of train it is.
Semantic interpretation:
(ACCEPTANCE)
(FARE)
DEPARTURE-HOUR: 11.00
(TRAIN-TYPE)
DEPARTURE-HOUR: 11.00

The speech understanding module (SU) is based on
stochastics models estimated by means of automatic learning
techniques [11]. The understanding process is done in two
phases:

1. The first phase translates the input sentence into a seman-
tic sequence defined in an intermediate language (ISL),
using a a stochastic model.

2. The second phase translates this semantic sequence into
its corresponding frame (semantic representation, con-
cepts and attributes, used to commmunicate with the di-
alog manager). This process is based on the use of rules
that guarantee the order of the translation to frames.

The segmentation of the input sentence is made in a number
of intervals that is equal to the number of semantic units in the
corresponding semantic translation. Let W be the set of words
in the vocabulary and V be the alphabet of semantic units. The
training data consists of sets of pairs (u,v) that fulfill:

u = u1, u2 . . . un, ui = wi1wi2 . . . wi|ui|
,

wij ∈W, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , |ui|
v = v1v2 . . . vn, vi ∈ V, i = 1, . . . , n

Each sentence from W has an associated pair (u,v), where
v is the sequence of semantic units and u the sequence of seg-
ments in which the original sentence has been divided. An ex-
ample of the translation is shown in Figure 3.

u1: I would like
u2: the train timetables
u3: from
u4: Valencia
u5: to
u6: Barcelona

v1: query
v2: <departure hour>
v3: origin mark
v4: origin city
v5: destination mark
v6: destination city

Input pair (u,v) = (u1u2u3u4u5u6,v1v2v3v4v5v6)
Output v = query <departure hour> origin mark ori-
gin city destination mark destination city

Figure 3: An example of translation into the semantic language.

When a training corpus is available, the learning of the se-
quential translator is carried out through the learning of two
models: a model for the semantic language and a set of models
(one for each semantic unit vi). We explored several possibili-
ties for the estimation of these models. In two of them [11], a
classical bigram model was estimated for the semantic model.
In the first one, the models for the semantic units were estimated
as classical bigrams; in the second one, they were estimated as
stochastic finite state automata, which are automatically learned
by a Grammatical Inference algorithm. We also explored the ap-
plication of multigram models to language understanding [12].
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Once an input sentence has been segmented and a label vi
has been associated to each segment ui, the second phase of the
understanding module consists of the translation of these pairs
into one or several frames. A set of rules is applied to reor-
ganize the contents, eliminate the useless or badly recognized
information, convert quantitative values into qualitative, etc.

Figure 4 shows the result of applying the second phase of
the understanding module to the example shown in Figure 3.

(DEPARTURE-HOUR)
ORIGIN: Valencia
DESTINATION: Barcelona

Figure 4: An example of translation into concepts and attributes.

5. Dialog manager (DM)
In this work, we present two strategies to design the dialog man-
ager module (DM). The first strategy is based on the use of
stochastic models. The states and transitions in the model are
learned from the BASURDE corpus [13], which is a corpus that
refers to the same task. The selection of transitions in the model
are determined by the user information given in the correspond-
ing turns, on the basis of the semantic representation generated
by the understanding module.

The second manager is based on the use of rules. It models
the strategy that was defined for the acquisition of a data corpus
with the Wizard of Oz technique, in which a human imitates the
behavior of the system. This strategy is based on the confirma-
tion of the values provided by the user whenever the manager
considers that its reliability is not high enough. Different types
of data confirmation have been defined.

Both methodologies use confidence measures, which are
provided by the understanding module, to determine the data
reliability [14]. The use of confidence measures for error cor-
rection in the dialog management has also been proposed by
other authors [15], [16].

5.1. Stochastic dialog manager

The behavior of the stochastic dialog system is established by
the dialog manager [17]. The inputs to this module are the user
semantic representations (frames) generated by the understand-
ing module. The functions of the dialog manager are, essen-
tially, two:

• The interpretation of their inputs, that is, the identifica-
tion of the actual user dialog acts that correspond to the
received user frames;

• The determination of the system strategy, mainly by the
selection of the new system dialog acts (followed by the
generation of their corresponding system frames).

The system frames are the output of the dialog manager
module and the input to the following module, the answer gen-
erator (which translates these frames into natural language sen-
tences).

This dialog manager determines the system strategy using
two components, a stochastic dialog model (SDM) and a his-
toric register (HR). As any dialog consists of a sequence of turns
between the user and the system, the dialog manager performs
the following iterative process in which it consults and updates
the SDM and the HR:

1. It reads the user semantic representations (user frames);

2. It identifies the user dialog acts corresponding to the in-
put frames;

3. It makes a transition to a user state in the SDM;

4. It updates the HR with data given by the user;

5. It makes a transition to a system state in the SDM;

6. It updates the HR in the case of querying the database;

7. It writes the semantic representation of the system turn
(system frames).

The stochastic dialog model (SDM) has been learned from
the BASURDE corpus (which contains 227 dialogs). It is a bi-
gram model that includes the first and the second levels of the
BASURDE dialog-act labeling. Each user (or system) state of
the model is identified by a user (or system) dialog act. Thus,
for each user (or system) dialog act (current state), the SDM es-
tablishes the possible transitions to system (or user) dialog acts
(following states), according to the probabilities of these tran-
sitions in the corpus. Besides, we have learned another bigram
model (SDM-aux), including only the first level of the corpus
labeling, which is used as a back-off model in some special
cases. The information of the third level of the corpus label-
ing is managed by means of the historic register (HR). This HR
is a table that stores the values of the attributes, provided either
by the user or by the database manager, and other additional in-
formation (associated confidences, confirmation state, updating
time, etc.).

Currently, our dialog manager cannot follow a fully
stochastic strategy. The scarceness of the training corpus causes
the SDM to have a partial knowledge of the task event space.
Moreover, the dialog strategy fixed by a bigram model would
consider only the last user turn and would ignore all the infor-
mation interchanged in the previous turns. Thus, although the
system strategy always depends on the transitions in the SDM,
the dialog manager needs to take into account not only the prob-
abilities of the available transitions but also the history of the
dialog (at least, the state of the values of the attributes, recorded
in the HR) in order to choose the most appropiate transition.
In consequence, the dialog manager follows a hybrid strategy,
which is partially stochastic corpus-based, and partially fixed
by a set of rules that guarantee that the system answers will be
coherent with the history of the dialog.

The main mechanisms included in the dialog manager in
order to complement the stochastic dialog model are:

1. The use of a process that we have called ”semantic gen-
eralization” (a preprocessing of the user frames that can
be considered as a kind of smoothing);

2. The use of consistence rules with the content of the HR;

3. The use of confidence measures, when these scores are
provided with the input frames. For example, transitions
to confirm attributes with rather high confidence scores
can be weakened, while other transitions to confirm at-
tributes with low confidence scores can be strengthened.

In [17], there is a more detailed explanation of these mech-
anisms.

The use of consistence rules with the content of the HR
helps in looking for transitions to system states. These rules are
necessary because sometimes the most appropiate system strat-
egy is not to choose the transition with the highest probability
in a bigram model (for instance, the most probable transition
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could carry us to a state of asking for a certain attribute and it
could be inadequate if this attribute were already known, that is,
if its value was recorded in the HR).

We have implemented several rules to prune those transi-
tions that could lead the dialog to a problematic situation (for in-
stance, causing user misunderstanding) and these pruning rules
can be seen as a common-sense interpretation of the content of
the HR.

These procedures (semantic generalization, use of consis-
tence rules, and use of the confidence measures) facilitate the
adequate selection of transitions in the SDM in the majority of
cases. However, some special situations where the SDM does
not provide any valid transition can occur. In these situations,
the dialog manager uses the back-off model (SDM-aux), the
content of the HR, and the consistence rules to look for some
new reasonable state in the SDM although no transition leads to
it.

After including the error handling procedure in the dialog
manager by means of the use of confidence measures, we evalu-
ated the dialog system, achieveing high success rates (99% and
69%), even when the received user frames had a significant er-
ror rate (20% and 30%, respectively).

An example of dialog acquired with this dialog manager
is shown in Figure 5. In the figure, we use the following
acronyms: U (User input), S (System output) and R (Semantic
representation generated by the understanding module). Confi-
dence scores provided by the understanding module to know the
reliability (syntactic and semantic scores) are shown between
brackets. In the S1 turn, an explicit confirmation of the destina-
tion and the departure date is made given their low confidence
scores.

U1: I want to know timetables from Lugo to Valencia leaving
on March the 20th.

R: (DEPARTURE-HOUR) [0.88, 0.83]
ORIGIN:Lugo [0.81, 0.92]
DESTINATION:Valencia [0.40, 0.55]

DEPARTURE-DATE:2006-03-20/2006-20-03 [0.42, 0.34]
S1: Do you want to travel to Valencia on March the 20th?
U2: Yes, March the 20th.
R: (ACCEPTANCE) [0.83, 0.96]

DEPARTURE-DATE:2006-03-20/2006-20-03 [0.86, 0.97]
S2: There are 2 trains. The first one leaves at 06:20. Anything

else?
U3: Can you tell me the fare?
R: (FARE) [0.75, 0.86]
S3: The ticket costs 52 euros. Anything else?
U4: No, thank you.
R: (CLOSING) [0.61, 0.85]
S5: Thank you very much. Have a good journey.

Figure 5: A dialog using the stochastic dialog manager.

5.2. Rule-based dialog manager

In our project, we also considered the development of rule-
based dialog models, which are portable and adaptable to other
tasks [18]. The practical implementation of these models is
done by using dictionaries and files for the definition of the se-
mantics of the task and in the determination of a standard format
for the output of the dialog manager and for the communication
among the modules in the system. Different models have been

developed based on the strategy followed to confirm the values
provided by the user whenever the manager considers that their
reliability is not high enough.

The dialog manager that we present in this section models
the strategy that was followed in the acquisition of the DIHANA
corpus with the technique of Wizard of Oz. In this strategy, the
manager interacts with the user on the basis of the levels of con-
fidence provided by the understanding module and using a data
structure that we call dialog register. The dialog register con-
tains the current concept, attributes, and their confidence scores.
The state of the dialog register and the information provided by
the user in each turn are used to manage the dialog.

If all the data of the dialog register have a confidence score
that is higher than the fixed threshold (safe state), the manager
chooses one of the following three interactions:

• Implicit confirmation and Query to the database if the
dialog register stores a frame and, at least, the values of
its minimum attributes (e.g. I am consulting the railway
fares from Madrid to Bilbao in first class for you).

• Request to the user if the dialog register does not store
a value for the current concept and/or some of its mini-
mum attributes (without a default value).

• Mixed confirmation to give naturalness to the dialog.
This is made on a variable number of safe turns instead
of an Implicit Confirmation-Query (e.g. Do you want
railway timetables to Valencia leaving from Granada?).

When the state is uncertain (that is, one or more data of the
dialog register have a confidence lower than the threshold), the
manager selects one of the following two interactions:

• Explicit confirmation of the first uncertain item that ap-
pears in the dialog register (e.g. Do you want to travel to
Madrid?).

• Mixed confirmation to give naturalness to the dialog.
This is made on a variable number of uncertain turns of
dialog instead of an Explicit Confirmation.

Finally, it should be noted that the initiative of the dialog
is mixed: the information supplied by the user is taken into ac-
count even if it is not the answer to the question made by the
system.

An example of dialog acquired with this dialog manager
is shown in Figure 6. In the first turn of the user, no frame
is detected after the user intervention. In this case, the dialog
manager asks for the type of query (S1).

Once the manager confirms a frame, it verifies if there are
values with a score lower than a predetermined threshold in the
dialog register. A 0.5 threshold was considered for this exam-
ple. The average value of the confidence scores of the DESTI-
NATION attribute is inferior to this threshold and, therefore a
confirmation of the destination value is generated (S2).

After receiving a positive confirmation, and verifying that
there are no values with low reliability in the dialog register, the
mandatory attributes are asked to complete the query (S3). In
the following turn, after the user supplies attributes whose con-
fidence scores are lower than the threshold, the manager selects
one of the possible confirmation states (S4). If a positive con-
firmation is received from the user, a query to the database is
made and an answer is generated facilitating the result of the
query (S5).

This rule-based dialog manager was tested with 60 dialogs
developed by six expert users. The understanding module pro-
vided inputs to the dialog manager with a WA of 80%. The
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U1: I want to go to Madrid.
R: ( ) [0.81, 0.77]

DESTINATION:Madrid [0.23, 0.46]
S1: Do you want to know railway timetables?
U2: Yes.
R: (ACCEPTANCE) [0.76, 0.95]
S2: Do you want to go to Madrid?
U3: Yes.
R: (ACCEPTANCE) [0.76, 0.95]
S3: When do you want to leave?
U4: I would like to travel on March the third.
R: () [0.54, 0.63]

DEPARTURE-DATE:2006-03-03/2006-03-03 [0.21, 0.46]
S4: Do you want to travel on 2006-03-03?
U5: Yes.
R: (ACCEPTANCE) [0.76, 0.95]
S5: There are several trains. The first train leaves at 07:15

and the last one at 22:47. Anything else?
U6: No, thank you.
R: (CLOSING) [0.61, 0.85]
S6: Thank you very much. Have a good journey.

Figure 6: A dialog using the rule-based dialog manager.

results of this evaluation show the satisfactory operation of the
dialog manager in this context, with a success rate of 93%.

6. Answer generator (AG)
The answer generator module (AG) translates of the semantic
representations of the system turns to sentences in Spanish. It
uses templates and combines rules to make this translation.

The input of the answer generator is composed of concepts
and attributes (as in the understanding module) with confidence
measures associated to each one of the frames. These measures
allow the generation of detailed answers in natural language.
In these answers, the attributes may or may not be mentioned
depending on their associated confidence.

The technique that we use consists of having a set of tem-
plates associated to each one of the different frames, in which
the names of the attributes are reflected. These names are re-
placed by the values obtained from the dialog register in order
to generate the final answer for the user. Each frame has its
set of associated templates, so that the most accurate answer is
given in every possible situation for each one of the queries.

The sentence in natural language generated by the AG mod-
ule is sent to the TTS module, which makes the text conversion
to voice in two phases. The first phase analyzes the input text
to generate its phonetic transcription, including additional in-
formation about duration, intonation, and rhythm. The second
phase processes the information that is received from the first
phase and generates the suitable signals. The final waveform
is obtained by means of the concatenation of voice segments
previously recorded in the form of diphonemes. Finally, the
waveform is modified to adapt it to the prosody of the text.

7. Database query manager(DQM)
A database that follows the relational data model has been de-
signed. The design of this database was made taking into ac-
count the specific information requirements of the DIHANA
project, as well as the solutions proposed by other real systems

for the same task. In the designed database, the information is
structured in 11 different tables that contain information about
stations, train types, ticket types, train routes, ticket fares, and
user services, as well as the interrelations among all these ele-
ments.

The database was designed so that it does not contain infor-
mation about individual trips. Those trips that have the same
origins, destinations, schedules, and prices, are grouped to-
gether regardless of their date. This design allows us to have
information about more than 400,000 independent trips in a
manageable database. This design considerably complicates the
implementation of the database queries.

Most of the information included in this database corre-
sponds with real data about trains obtained from the RENFE
webpage (www.renfe.es). The implementation was made using
the PostGreSQL database manager.

The database query manager (DQM) receives a request for
information from the dialog manager as input and gives back
an information structure that represents the information that has
been required as a result. This module constructs the query.
Once the query is executed, it interprets and structures the re-
sults.

The module follows these steps:

1. The concept that is required to obtain data is determined.
The type of query to the database is determined by this
concept.

2. A SQL query that is based on the requested information
is constructed.

3. The DQM makes the connection to the database and runs
the query.

4. The information is processed to obtain the data for the
specific journey. This information is adapted to the re-
quirements of the dialog manager.

8. Central communication manager
This module is responsible for contacting the rest of the mod-
ules in the system. It receives all of the messages sent and di-
rects them to the destination server. It acts as a guide for the
messages that are transmitted by the different modules and is
responsible for establishing the communications and showing
the information generated in the dialog.

In order to show this information to the user, two informa-
tion blocks have been distinguished taking into account their
contents. The first block shows the control information that re-
flects the state of the different modules that make up the system
and all the transmitted messages. The second block informs
the user about the sentences that have been recognized and the
answers generated by the system after each one of the interven-
tions.

Finally, there is an additional control block that shows the
IP directions and ports that are used for the establishment of the
sockets for each one of the modules in the system.

9. Conclusions
A complete dialog system for information access using spon-
taneous speech in a restricted domain task has been presented
in this work. Different modules perform specific functionalities
in order to carry out the final goal of the system. Therefore,
the correct operation and integration of each one of the com-
ponents in the system is fundamental to ensure the correct per-
fomance of the complete system, since each module takes the
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result generated by the previous modules in the system. Error
detection and correction techniques have also been developed.
These techniques allow us to distinguish the situations in which
errors appear and to make the necessary corrections to satisfac-
torily complete the task.

The basic characteristics of the modules that compose the
DIHANA dialog system have been presented throughout the ar-
ticle. Different methodologies and strategies to carry out its spe-
cific functionality have been mentioned. The results obtained in
the evaluation of the different components, as well as in the
evaluation of the global system, are quite satisfactory.

New works are currently being developed in a new project
called EDECAN [19]. The goals of these works are the follow-
ing: to improve the system architecture, to make the integration
of the automatic speech recognition and speech understanding
tasks in only one module, to improve the graphical interface of
the system and to adapt the different modules to carry out dif-
ferent tasks.
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